It’s starting. All over Texas, students are stepping up, finding their voices and fueling the movement called Generation TX. Equal parts inspiration and information, Generation TX connects us and clarifies the steps we need to take on the path to college and career education, from taking the right classes and tests, to applying to colleges, and then finding the money to pay for school.

We’re Generation TX, and we know that education beyond high school can lead us to the future we want. We’re strong. We’re determined. And we’re not alone—we’re supported by our families, friends and by a community that’s depending on us to succeed. It’s up to all of us to get inspired and make it happen. Because the future of Texas is Generation TX.

We are strong. We are independent. We are ready for careers. We support our families. We want to go to college. We face new challenges. We have unlimited potential. We believe in our future. We follow our dreams. We are the leaders of tomorrow.

Join us at www.GenTX.org
Join GenTX.org Today

FIND INSPIRATION, GREAT RESOURCES, AND A SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY ALL IN ONE PLACE.

Community
Join a social network with profiles for students and supporters alike.

Community Calendars
Find key application deadlines, test dates and college-going events that can be sorted by zip code and topic.

Stories of Local Heroes
Experience inspiring video stories from students, parents, and community leaders.

Make It Happen
Get information from a unified collection of online and offline resources, organized by how to prepare, apply, and pay.

GenTXpert Program

GenTXpers are students and supporters well-versed in the goals, messages, and resources of Generation TX. These passionate ambassadors share their knowledge and enthusiasm with their campuses and communities, igniting a college-going and career-ready culture across Texas.

GenTX Your World

People are invited to GenTX their world—and themselves, by using the Generation TX symbol to show their shared support and belief in this movement. Visit GenTX.org to find downloads and request or purchase materials including: stickers, informational posters, digital assets and more to help turn your school or community space into a launch pad for college and career readiness.